Abstract. In the 1995 paper entitled "Noncommutative symmetric functions," Gelfand, et. al. defined two noncommutative symmetric function analogues for the power sum basis of the symmetric functions, along with analogues for the elementary and the homogeneous bases. They did not consider the noncommutative symmetric power sum duals in the quasisymmetric functions, which have since been explored only in passing by Derksen and Malvenuto-Reutenauer. These two distinct quasisymmetric power sum bases are the topic of this paper. In contrast to the simplicity of the symmetric power sums, or the other well known bases of the quasisymmetric functions, the quasisymmetric power sums have a more complex combinatorial description. As a result, although symmetric function proofs often translate directly to quasisymmetric analogues, this is not the case for quasisymmetric power sums. Neither is there a model for working with the quasisymmetric power sums in the work of Gelfand, et. al., which relies heavily on quasi-determinants (which can only be exploited by duality for our purposes) and is not particularly combinatorial in nature. This paper therefore offers a first glimpse at working with these two relatively unstudied quasisymmetric bases, avoiding duality where possible to encourage a previously unexplored combinatorial understanding.
Introduction
The ring of symmetric functions Sym has several well-studied bases indexed by integer partitions λ, such as the monomial basis m λ , the elementary basis e λ , the complete homogeneous basis h λ , the Schur functions s λ , and, most relevant here, the power sum basis p λ . Two important generalizations of Sym are QSym (the ring of quasisymmetric functions) and NSym (the ring of noncommutative symmetric functions). These rings share dual Hopf algebra structures, giving a rich interconnected theory with many beautiful algebraic and combinatorial results. In particular, many quasisymmetric and noncommutative symmetric analogues to the familiar symmetric bases have been defined and studied, such as the quasisymmetric monomial basis M α , and the noncommutative elementary and homogeneous bases e α and h α [6] (where the indexing set is compositions α). Several different analogues of the Schur functions have also been defined, including the quasisymmetric fundamental basis F α [7] , dual to the noncommutative ribbon basis r α ; the quasi-Schur basis and its dual in [10] ; and the immaculate basis and its quasisymmetric dual [2] .
Quasisymmetric analogues of symmetric function bases are useful for a number of reasons. Quasisymmetric functions form a combinatorial Hopf algebra [5, 7, 16] and in fact are the terminal object in the category of combinatorial Hopf algebras [1] , which explains why they consistently appear throughout algebraic combinatorics. Complicated combinatorial objects often have simpler formulas when expanded into quasisymmetric functions, and translating from symmetric to quasisymmetric functions can provide new avenues for proofs.
Here, we explore the analogs to the power sum bases. In Sym, there is an important bilinear pairing, the Hall inner product, defined by m λ , h µ = δ λ,µ . Moreover, the duality between QSym and NSym precisely generalizes the inner product on Sym so that, for example, M λ , h µ = δ λ,µ . With respect to the pairing on Sym, the power sum basis is (up to a constant) self-dual, so analogs to the power sum basis in QSym and NSym should share a similar relationship. Two types of noncommutative power sum bases, Ψ α and Φ α , were defined by Gelfand, et. al. [6] . Briefly, the quasisymmetric duals to one type or the other were also discussed in [4] and in [16] ; but in contrast to the other bases listed above, very little has been said about their structure or their relationship to other bases. The main objective of this paper is to fill this gap in the literature. Namely, we define two types of quasisymmetric power sum bases, which are scaled duals to Ψ α and Φ α . The scalars are chosen analogous to the scaled self-duality of the symmetric power sums; moreover, we show that these are exactly the right coefficients to force our bases to refine the symmetric power sums (Theorems 3.11 and 3.17). Section 3 develops combinatorial proofs of these refinements. In Section 4, we give transition matrices to other well-understood bases. Section 5 explores algebraic properties, giving explicit formulas for products of quasisymmetric power sums. Section 6 gives formulas for plethysm in the quasisymmetric case.
Preliminaries
In this section, we define the rings QSym of quasisymmetric functions and NSym of noncommutative symmetric functions, and briefly discuss their dual Hopf algebra structures.
We begin with a brief discussion of notation. Due to the nature of this paper, we note that there in a lot of notation to keep track of throughout, and therefore we set aside numbered definitions and notations to help the reader. In general, we use lower case letters (e.g. e, m, h, s, and p) to indicate symmetric functions, bold lowercase letters (e.g. e, h, and r) to indicate noncommutative symmetric functions, and capital letters (e.g. M and F ) to indicate quasisymmetric functions. When there is a single clear analogue of a symmetric function basis, we use the same letter for the symmetric functions and their analogue (following [15] rather than [6] ). For the two different analogs to the power sums, we echo [6] in using Ψ and Φ for the noncommutative symmetric power sums, and then Ψ and Φ as quasisymmetric analogues. We generally follow [15] for the names of the automorphisms on the quasisymmetric and noncommutative symmetric functions. For example, we use S for the antipode map (in particular, see [15, §3.6 ] for a complete list and a translation to other authors). for any i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i k . The set of quasisymmetric functions QSym forms a ring. Moreover, this ring has a Z ≥0 -grading by degree, so that QSym = n QSym n , where QSym n is the set of f ∈ QSym that are homogeneous of degree n. For a comprehensive discussion of QSym see [15, 16, 18] .
There are a number of common bases for QSym n as a vector space over C. These bases are indexed by (strong) integer compositions. Definition 2.1 (composition, α n). A sequence α = (α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α k ) is a composition of n, denoted α n, if α i > 0 for each i and i α i = n. Notation 2.2 (|α|, l(α), α). The size of a composition α = (α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α k ) is |α| = α i and the length of α is ℓ(α) = k. Given a composition α, we denote by α the partition obtained by placing the parts of α in weakly decreasing order. Definition 2.3 (refinement, β α, β (j) ). If α and β are both compositions of n, we say that β refines α (equivalently, α is a coarsening of β), denoted β α, if
We will denote by β (j) the composition made up of the parts of β (in order) that sum to α j ; namely,
It is worth noting that some authors reverse the inequality, using for coarsening as opposed to refinement as we do here. Repeatedly we will need the particular parts of β that sum to a particular part of α. 
We remark that α β if and only if Set(β) ⊆ Set(α). Let α = (α 1 , . . . , α k ) be a composition. The quasisymmetric monomial function indexed by α is
and the fundamental quasisymmetric function indexed by α is
Equivalently, F α is defined directly by
In addition to being a graded ring, QSym can be endowed with the structure of a combinatorial Hopf algebra. For our purposes, this means that QSym has a product (ordinary polynomial multiplication), a coproduct ∆, a unit and counit, and an antipode map. The ring NSym of noncommutative symmetric functions is dual to QSym with respect to a certain inner product (defined later), and thus also is a combinatorial Hopf algebra. For further details on the Hopf algebra structure of QSym and NSym, see [1, 9, 15] .
2.2.
Noncommutative symmetric functions. The ring of noncommutative symmetric functions, denoted NSym, is formally defined as a free associative algebra C e 1 , e 2 , . . . , where the e i are regarded as noncommutative elementary functions and e α = e α 1 e α 2 · · · e α k , for a composition α.
Define the noncommutative complete homogeneous symmetric functions as in [6, §4.1] by
The noncommutative symmetric analogue (dual) to the fundamental quasisymmetric functions is given by the ribbon Schur functions
2.2.1. Noncommutative power sums. To define the noncommutative power sums, we begin by recalling the useful exposition in [6, §2] on the (commuting) symmetric power sums. Namely, the power sums p n can be defined by the generating function:
This generating function can equivalently be defined by any of the following generating functions, where H(X; t) is the standard generating function for the complete homogeneous functions and E(X; t) is the standard generating function for the elementary homogeneous functions:
Unfortunately, there is not a unique sense of logarithmic differentiation for power series (in t) with noncommuting coefficients (in NSym). Two natural well-defined reformulations of these are
H(X; t) = −E(X; −t) = exp P (X; t)dt .
In NSym, these do indeed give rise to two different analogs to the power sum basis, introduced in [6, §3] : the noncommutative power sums of the first kind (or type) Ψ α and of the second kind (or type) Φ α , with explicit formulas (due to [6, §4] ) as follows. The noncommutative power sums of the first kind are those satisfying essentially the same generating function relation as (7) , where this time H(X; t), E(X; t), and P (X; t) are taken to be the generating functions for the noncommutative homogeneous, elementary, and type one power sums respectively, and expand as
Notation 2.5 (lp(β, α)). Given a composition α = (α 1 , . . . , α m ) and a composition β = (β 1 , . . . , β k ) which refines α, we let lp(β) = β k (last part) and
Similarly, the noncommutative power sums of the second kind are those satisfying the analogous generating function relation to (8) , and expand as
2.3. Dual bases. Let V be a vector space over C, and let V * = {linear ϕ : V → C} be its dual. Let , : V ⊗ V * → C be the natural bilinear pairing. Bases of these vector spaces are indexed by a common set, say I; and we say bases {b α } α∈I of V and {b
Due to the duality between QSym and NSym, we make extensive use of the well-known relationships between change of bases in a vector space an its dual. Namely, if (A, A * ) and (B, B * ) are two pairs of dual bases of V and V * , then for a α ∈ A and b * β ∈ B * , we have
In particular, the bases {M α } of QSym and {h α } of NSym are dual; as are {F α } and {r α } (see [6, §6] ). The primary object of this paper is to explore properties of two QSym bases dual to {Ψ α } or {Φ α } (up to scalars) that also refine p λ . Malvenuto and Reutenauer [16] mention (a rescaled version of) the type 1 version but do not explore its properties; Derksen [4] describes such a basis for the type 2 version, but a computational error leads to an incorrect formula in terms of the monomial quasisymmetric function expansion.
Quasisymmetric power sum bases
The symmetric power sums have the property that p λ , p µ = z λ δ λ,µ where z λ is as follows.
Notation 3.1 (z α ). For a partition λ ⊢ n, let m i be the number of parts of length i. Then
Namely, z λ is the size of the stabilizer of a permutation of cycle type λ under the action of S n on itself by conjugation. For a composition α, we use z α = z α , where α is the partition rearrangement of α as above.
We describe two quasisymmetric analogues of the power sums, each of which satisfies a variant of this duality property.
3.1. Type 1 quasisymmetric power sums. We define the type 1 quasisymmetric power sums to be the basis Ψ α of QSym such that
While duality makes most of this definition obvious, the scaling is somehow a free choice to be made. However, as we show in Theorem 3.11 and Corollary 3.12, our choice of scalar not only generalizes the self-dual relationship of the symmetric power sums, but serves to provide a refinement of those power sums. Moreover, the proof leads to a (best possible) combinatorial interpretation of Ψ α .
In [6, §4.5] , the authors give both the transition matrix from the h basis to the Ψ basis (above in (9)), and is inverse. Using the latter and duality, we compute a monomial expansion of Ψ α . Notation 3.2 (π(α, β)). First, given α a refinement of β, recall from Definition 2.3 that α (i) is the composition consisting of the parts of α that combine (in order) to β i . Define
By duality, the polynomial
has the property that ψ α , Ψ β = δ α,β . Then the type 1 quasisymmetric power sums have the following monomial expansion:
For example
The remainder of this section is devoted to constructing the "best possible" combinatorial formulation of the Ψ α , given in Theorem 3.9, followed by the proof of the refinement of the symmetric power sums, given in Theorem 3.11 and Corollary 3.12.
3.1.1. A combinatorial interpretation of Ψ α . We consider the set S n of permutations of [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} both in one-line notation and in cycle notation. For a partition λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ ℓ ) of n, a permutation σ has cycle type λ if its cycles are of lengths λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ ℓ . We consider two canonical forms for writing a permutation according to its cycle type. n! z λ = #{σ ∈ S n of cycle type λ}.
We are now ready to define a subset of S n (which uses one-line notation) needed to prove Proposition 3.13.
. Let β ⊢ n and let σ ∈ S n be written in one-line notation. First partition σ according to β (which we draw using ||), and consider the (disjoint) words split Table 1 .
Definition 3.5 (consistent, Cons α β ). Fix α β compositions of n. Given σ ∈ S n written in one-line notation, let σ j = [split β (σ)] j . Then, for each i = 1, . . . , ℓ, add parentheses to σ i according to α (i) , yielding disjoint permutationsσ i (of subalphabets of [n]) of cycle type α (i) . If the resulting subpermutationsσ i are all in standard form, we say σ is consistent with α β. In other words, we look at subsequences of σ and split according to β separately to see if, for each j, the jth subsequence is in standard form when further partition by α (j) . Define Cons α β = {σ ∈ S n | σ is consistent with α β}. (5)(7) Table 1 . Examples of permutations in S 9 and determining if they are in Cons α β where α = (1, 1, 2, 1, 3, 1) and β = (2, 2, 5). Note how β subtly influences consistency in the last example.
We also consider the set of all permutations consistent with a given α and all possible choices of (a coarser composition) β, as each will correspond to various monomial terms in the expansion of a given Ψ α . Notice that these sets are not disjoint.
The following is a salient observation that can be seen from this example.
Lemma 3.6. If σ is consistent with α β for some choice of β, then σ is consistent with α γ for all α γ β.
Note that this implies Cons α β ⊆ Cons α α for all α β. With these examples in mind, we will use the following lemma to justify a combinatorial interpretation of Ψ α in Theorem 3.9.
Proof. Consider the set
We have
Construct a map
Sh :
as follows (see also Example 3).
For s = [s
∈ A α and σ ∈ Cons α β , construct a permutation σ s ∈ S n as follows.
1. Partition σ into words σ 1 , . . . , σ ℓ according to β so that
2. For each i = 1, . . . , ℓ(β), modify σ i by cycling the first a
This process is invertible as follows. Let τ ∈ S n be written in one-line notation. 1'. Partition τ into words τ 1 , . . . , τ ℓ according to β such that
Modify τ i and record s 
By construction, s ∈ A α and σ ∈ Cons α β . It is straightforward to verify that σ s = τ . Therefore Sh −1 is well-defined, so that Sh is a bijection, and thus n! = |Cons α β | · π(α, β).
Example 3.
As an example of the construction of Sh in the proof of Lemma 3.7, let β = (5, 4) 9, and let α = (2, 3, 2, 2) β, so that
2 = 2 + 3 = 5, and
2 = 2 + 2 = 4. Fix σ = 267394518 ∈ Cons α β , and s = (s (1) , s (2) ) = ((1, 3), (0, 1)) ∈ A α . We want to determine σ s .
1. Partition σ according to β: σ 1 = 26739 and σ 2 = 4518. 2. Cycle σ i according to α (i) :
take first a 3. Combine to get σ s = σ 1 s σ 2 s = 739628451. Going the other way, start with β = (5, 4) 9, α = (2, 3, 2, 2) β, and τ = 739628451 ∈ S 9 in one-line notation, and want to find σ ∈ Cons α β and s ∈ S such that σ s = τ . 1'. Partition τ according to β: τ 1 = 73962 and τ 2 = 8451. 2'. Cycle τ i into α β consistency and record shifts:
take first a 
take first a One might reasonably ask for a "combinatorial" description of the quasisymmetric power sums, one similar to our description of the monomial and fundamental basis of the quasisymmetric functions as in (1) and (3). There is not an altogether satisfactory such formula for either of the quasisymmetric power sums, although the previous lemma hints at what appears to be the best possible interpretation in the Type 1 case. We give the formula, and its quick proof. Before we begin, we will find the following notation useful both here and in the fundamental expansion of the Type 1 power sums. Notation 3.8 ( α(σ), Cons α ). Given a permutation σ and a composition α, let α(σ) denote the coarsest composition β with β α and σ ∈ Cons α β . For example, if α = (3, 2, 2) and σ = 1352467, then α(σ) = (3, 4). In addition, we write σ ∈ Cons α if we are considering β = α. Theorem 3.9. Let m i (α) the multiplicity of i in α. Then
is the maximum of the list defined in Notation 3.4.
Proof. First, by Lemmas 3.7 and 3.6,
The first equality follows by grouping together terms according to the permutation counted rather than the monomial basis. Next, for each σ ∈ Cons α , we can assign i i m i (α) objects by cycling each σ (within cycles defined by α) in all possible ways. (Thus for all j we cycle [split α (σ)] j .) The result for a fixed α is all permutations of S n (considered in one line notation by removing the cycle marks). In particular, for any new permutation τ we may recover the original permutation σ by cycling each [split α (τ )] j , until the maximal term in each cycle is again at the end. Thus we may instead sum over all permutations and consider the largest element (rather than the last element) in each cycle:
While one might hope to incorporate the multiplicities (perhaps summing over a different combinatorial object, or considering cycling parts, then sorting them by largest last element) there does not seem to be a natural way to do so with previously well known combinatorial objects; the heart of the problem is that the definition of consistency inherently uses (sub)permutations written in standard form, while n! zα counts permutations with cycle type α in partition form. This subtlety blocks simplification of formulas throughout the paper. In practice, we expect (13) to be a more useful expression because of this fact, but work out the details of the other interpretation here as it cleanly expresses this easily overlooked subtlety.
3.1.2. Type 1 quasisymmetric power sums refine symmetric power sums. We next turn our attention to a proof that the type 1 quasisymmetric power sums refine the symmetric power sums in a natural way.
i.e. R αβ is the number of ways to group the parts of α so that the parts in the jth (unordered) group sum to β j .
Example 4. If α = (1, 3, 2, 1) and β = (3, 4), then O αβ consists of ({2}, {1, 3, 4}), ({1, 3}, {2, 4}), and ({3, 4}, {1, 2}), corresponding, respectively, to the three possible ways of grouping parts of α,
Therefore R αβ = 3.
For partitions λ, µ, we have
(see for example [18, p.297] ). Further, if α is the partition obtained by putting the parts of α in decreasing order as before, then
The refinement of the symmetric power sums can be established either by exploiting duality or through a bijective proof. We present the bijective proof first (using it to justify our combinatorial interpretation of the basis) and defer the simpler duality argument to § 5.
Corollary 3.12. Ψ α = z α ψ α = z α ψ α is the unique rescaling of the ψ basis (that is the dual basis to Ψ) which refines the symmetric power sums with unit coefficients.
Recall from (12) that for a composition α,
Summing over α rearranging to λ and multiplying on both sides by n!/z λ , we see that to prove Theorem 3.11 it is sufficient to establish the following for a fixed β n.
Proposition 3.13. For λ ⊢ n and β n,
Proof. The proof is in two steps, with the first being Lemma 3.7. Let β n and λ ⊢ n. We must establish that
Let O λβ be the set of ordered set partitions as defined in Notation 3.10. For each refinement α β, let C α = {(α, σ) | σ is consistent with α β} and define C = α β α=λ C α . Denote by S λ n the set of permutations of n of cycle type λ. Then we prove (14) , by defining the map Define Br(α, σ) = (B,σ). Since α rearranges to λ,σ has (unordered) cycle type λ. And since j∈B i c j =σ i , we have j∈B i λ j = β i . Thus Br : (α, σ) → (B,σ) is well-defined. Next, we show that Br is invertible, and therefore a bijection. Namely, fix B = (B 1 , . . . , B ℓ ) ∈ O λβ andσ ∈ S λ n , writingσ = c 1 c 2 · · · c k in partition form. Then determine (α, σ) ∈ C as follows. 1'. Letσ i = j∈B i c j ,and sortσ i into standard form (as a permutation of the corresponding subalphabet of [n]). 2'. Let α be the (ordered) cycle type ofσ 1σ2 · · ·σ ℓ . 3'. Delete the parentheses. Let σ be the corresponding permutation written in one-line notation. By construction, α refines β and is a rearrangement of λ, and σ is (α β)-consistent. And it is straightforward to verify that this process exactly inverts Br. Therefore Br −1 is well-defined. This implies that Br is a bijection and hence (14) holds.
Then it follows from Lemma 3.7 that
as desired. (18) Then α = (2, 3, 2, 2). 3'. Delete parentheses to get σ = 267394518.
3.2. Type 2 quasisymmetric power sums. In order to describe the second type of quasisymmetric power sums, we introduce the following notation.
Notation 3.14 (sp(α, β)). In the following, sp(β, α) = i sp(β (i) ) for sp(γ) = ℓ(γ)! j γ j .
As shown in [6] , we can write the noncommutative complete homogeneous functions in terms of the noncommutative power sums of type 2 as
By duality, the basis dual to Φ β can be written as a sum of monomial symmetric functions as
We then define the type 2 quasisymmetric power sums as
A similar polynomial P α is defined in [16] , and is related to φ α by φ α = ( i α i ) −1 P α . Note that this means Malvenuto and Reutenaur's polynomial P α is not dual to Φ α and (by the following results) does not refine the symmetric power sums. For example,
We can obtain a more combinatorial description for Φ α by rewriting the coefficients and interpreting them in terms of ordered set partitions. 
Proof. Given α n, let m i denote the number of parts of α of size i. Then
is the number of ordered set partitions of {1, . . . , ℓ(α)} with block size
Theorem 3.17. The type 2 quasisymmetric power sums refine the symmetric power sums by
Here the proof requires only a single (and less complex) bijection. 
so that |O λβ | = R λβ (Notation 3.10). For α β, we have 15) . Informally, O λβ tells us how to build β as combination of parts of λ; and OSP(α, β) tells us a shuffle of a refinement α β.
For an ordered set partition P = (P 1 , . . . , P ℓ ) of {1, . . . , ℓ(λ)}, let p
be the elements of P i written in increasing order. Define w P be the permutation (in one-line notation) given by
We are now ready to construct a bijection
See Example 6. Let (A, B) ∈ A λ × O λβ . Initially, set α ′ = γ(A) (where γ is the map in (15)), and set C ∈ O α ′ β equal to the image of B under the permutation of indices induced by λ → γ(A). Namely, if the ith part of λ got placed into the jth part of α ′ (where parts of equal length are kept in the same relative order), then i in B is replaced by j in C. Now, act by w −1 C on the subscripts of α ′ to get α. The result is α β,α = λ, and C ∈ OSP(α, β). Let g((A, B)) = (α, C).
To see that this is a bijection, we show that each step in building g((A, B)) is invertible as follows. Take α β such thatα = λ, and let C ∈ OSP(α, β). Let α ′ be the result of acting by w C on the subscripts of α. Then we can recover A = γ −1 (α ′ ) from α ′ ; and B is the image of C under the permutation of indices induced by α ′ → λ. Namely, if the jth part of α ′ came from the ith part of λ (where parts of equal length are kept in the same relative order), then j in C is replaced by i in B. Then A ∈ A λ , B ∈ O λβ , and setting g −1 ((α, C)) = (A, B) gives g(g −1 ((α, C))) = (α, C) and g −1 (g((A, B)) = (A, B). 
And, indeed, we see that α = (3, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1) β and C ∈ OSP(α, β).
We can see why it is necessary to record α as follows. For example, we consider inverting g on the same C as above, but now paired with α = (3, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1). Then the image of α under the action of w C on subscripts is w C :
So A = ({1, 3, 4, 7}, {2, 6}, {5}), which is different from the A we started with above. The set B, though, is left unchanged.
Relationships between bases
4.1. The relationship between the type 1 and type 2 quasisymmetric power sums. To determine the relationship between the two different types of quasisymmetric power sums, we first use duality to expand the monomial quasisymmetric functions in terms of the type 2 quasisymmetric power sums. Thus, from (10) and duality we obtain
Then we expand the type 1 quasisymmetric power sums in terms of the monomial quasisymmetric functions (12) and apply substitution to obtain the following expansion of the type 1 quasisymmetric power sums into the type 2 quasisymmetric power sums:
A similar process produces
The relationship between monomial and fundamental quasisymmetric functions.
Our next goal is to give the "cleanest" possible interpretation of the expansions of the quasisymmetric power sums in the fundamental basis. Towards this goal we first establish a more basic relationship between the F basis and certain sums of monomials.
Notation 4.1 (α c , α ∧ β, α ∨ β). Given α n, let α c = comp((Set(α)) c ). Given a second composition β, α ∧ β denotes the finest (i.e. with the smallest parts) composition γ such that γ α and γ β. Similarly, α ∨ β denotes the coarsest composition δ such that δ α and δ β. The notation is motivated by the poset of sets ordered by containment (when combined with the bijection from sets to compositions). We note that Set(α ∧ β) = Set(α) ∩ Set(β) and Set(α ∨ β) = Set(α) ∪ Set(β).
We begin by writing the sum (over an interval in the refinement partial order) of quasisymmetric monomial functions as a sum of distinct fundamental quasisymmetric functions. 
Proof. Let α, β n with α β. Then
Recall (see [19] ) the Möbius function for the lattice of subsets of size n − 1, ordered by set inclusion. If S and T are subsets of an n − 1 element set with T ⊆ S, then µ(T, S) = (−1) |S−T | and (−1) |S−T | = − T ⊆U ⊂S µ(T, U ). Thus, since compositions of n are in bijection with subsets of [n − 1] and ℓ(δ) = | Set(δ)| + 1, when α ∧ γ = β, we can write
We can now rewrite (16) as
4.3.
The relationship between type 1 quasisymmetric power sums and fundamental quasisymmetric functions. Recall Notation 3.8 for the following. 
Proof. Let α n. We use 1 R to denote the characteristic function of the relation R.
Combining the quasisymmetric monomial expansion of Ψ α given in (12), Lemma 3.7, and Lemma 4.2, we have
with the last equality holding since the compositions α(σ) are coarsening of α. It is straightforward to check that given γ α and δ n, there exists η α c such that δ = γ ∨ η if and only if δ α c ∨ γ.
The final equality is established by noting that Set(γ)
Note. The F γ∨η 's are distinct in this sum, meaning the coefficient of F δ is either 0 or is
ℓ(η)−1 when δ = γ ∨ η for γ α and α c η. This follows from the fact that we can recover γ and η from γ ∨ η and α, with
4.4.
The relationship between type 2 quasisymmetric power sums and fundamental quasisymmetric functions. The expansion of Φ α into fundamental quasisymmetric functions is somewhat more straightforward. Let m i denote the number of parts of α n that have size i. 
Proof. Let α n. Combining the quasisymmetric monomial expansion of Φ α and the fundamental expansion of M β , gives
4.5. The antipode map on quasisymmetric power sums.
Definition 4.5 (transpose, α r , α t ). Let α r give the reverse of α. Then we call α t = (α c ) r the transpose of the composition α.
The antipode map S : NSym → NSym on the Hopf algebra of quasisymmetric functions is commonly defined by S(F α ) = (−1) |α| F α t . On the noncommutative functions, it is commonly defined as the automorphism such that S(e n ) = (−1) n h n . It can equivalently be defined by S(r α ) = (−1) |α| r α t . Thus, for f in QSym and g ∈ NSym, f, g = S(f ), S(g) .
It can be easier to compute S on a multiplicative basis, such as Ψ or Φ and then use duality to establish the result on the quasisymmetric side.
We start with the expansion of the Ψ and Φ in terms of the e basis in [6, §4.5]:
It follows from (9) and (19) that S(Ψ n ) = −Ψ n . Then
This result also follows from the fact that Ψ is a primitive element.
Proof. Let α n. Then
Similarly, we have that
There are considerable notational differences between various authors on the names of the well known automorphisms of QSym and NSym, in part because there are two natural maps which descend to the well known automorphism ω in the symmetric functions. Following both [6] and [15] , we use ω(e n ) = h n (where ω is an anti-automorphism) and ω(F α ) = F α t to define (one choice of) a natural analogue of the symmetric function case. We can see, from the definition of ω and S on the elementary symmetric functions, that the two maps vary by only a sign on homogeneous polynomials of a given degree. In particular,
Products of quasisymmetric power sums
In contrast to the symmetric power sums, the quasisymmetric power sums are not a multiplicative basis. This is immediately evident from the fact that Ψ (n) = p (n) = Φ (n) but the quasisymmetric power sum basis is not identical to the symmetric power sums. Thus the product of two elements of either power sum basis is more complex in the quasisymmetric setting than the symmetric setting.
5.1. Products of type 1 quasisymmetric power sums. We can exploit the duality of comultiplication in NSym and multiplication in QSym.
give the set of shuffles of [a 1 , · · · , a n ] and
that is the set of all length m+n words without repetition on {a 1 , · · · , a n }∪{b 1 , · · · , b n } such that for all i, a i occurs before a i+1 and b i occurs before b i+1 .
Comultiplication for the noncommutative symmetric power sums (type 1) is given in [6] by C(α, β) ). Let a j denote the number of parts of size j in α and b j denote the number of parts of size j in β. Define C(α, β) = j a j +b j a j
. A straightforward calculation shows that C(α, β) = z α·β /(z α z β ).
Theorem 5.3. Let α and β be compositions. Then
Proof. Let α and β be compositions. Then
Since the ψ are dual to the Ψ, we have that ψ α ψ β = γ∈α¡β ψ γ . Note that for any rearrangement δ of γ, z δ = z γ . Thus, we can rewrite (20) as
In addition to this proof based on duality, we note that it is possible to prove this product rule directly using the monomial expansion of the quasisymmetric power sums. We do this by showing that the coefficients in the quasisymmetric monomial function expansions of both sides of the product formula in Theorem 5.3 are the same.
Definition 5.4 (overlapping shuffle, ¢). δ ¢ β is the set of overlapping shuffles of δ and η, that is, shuffles where a part of δ and a part of η can be added to form a single part.
Lemma 5.5. Let α m, β n, and fix ξ a coarsening of a shuffle of α and β. Then m + n m
Proof. Let α m, β n, and fix ξ, a coarsening of a shuffle of α and β. Then ξ = ξ 1 , . . . , ξ k where each ξ i is a (known) sum of parts of α or β, or both. Let Y m = {D ⊆ [m + n] : |D| = m} and B ξ,α,β = {γ ∈ α ¡ β : γ ξ}. We establish a bijection
(1) Create a word σ that is consistent with α δ by replacing each j in σ with i j from D. Similarly, use [m + n] \ D to create τ consistent with β η. (2) Arrange the parts of σ and τ in a single permutation by placing the parts corresponding to α i (resp. β i ) in the location they appear in ξ. Finally, for all parts within a single part of ξ, arrange the sub-permutations so that the final elements of each sub-permutation creates an increasing sequence from left to right. Note that this will keep parts of α in order since σ is consistent with α δ and parts of α occurring in the same part of ξ also occurred in the same part of δ. (An analogous statement is true for parts of β.) (3) The resulting permutation is π = f ((D, σ, τ ) ) and is an element of Cons γ ξ where γ is determined by the order of parts in π corresponding to α and β.
Conversely, given (π ′ , γ) ∈ γ∈B ξ,α,β (Cons γ≤ξ × {γ}), construct a triple (D ′ , σ ′ , τ ′ ) by:
(1) In π ′ , the ith block corresponds to the ith part of γ. Place the labels in the ith block of π ′ in D ′ if the ith part of γ is from α. Choose D = {1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9}, σ = ||34|6||2|15||, and τ = ||13||2||. Then σ = ||56|9||2|17|| and τ = ||38||4||. Then π = ||56|38|9||4||2|17|| and the corresponding shuffle γ = (2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2) . Now, consider γ ′ = (2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2) and π ′ = ||24|16|8||9||5|37||. Then σ ′ = ||16|8||5|37|| and τ ′ = ||24||9||. Then D ′ = {1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8}, σ ′ = ||14|6||3|25||, and τ ′ = ||12||3||.
We now use Lemma 5.5 to offer a more combinatorial proof of Theorem 5.3.
Proof. (of Theorem 5.3) Let α m and β n. Then
By Lemma 5.5 we can rewrite (21) as
Now that we have a product formula for the quasisymmetric power functions, a more straightforward proof can be given for Theorem 3.11.
Proof. (of Theorem 3.11) We proceed by induction on ℓ(λ), the length of λ. If ℓ(λ) = 1, then λ = (n) and
Suppose the theorem holds for partitions of length k and let µ be a partition with ℓ(µ) = k + 1. Suppose µ k+1 = j and let λ = (µ 1 , µ 2 , . . . , µ k ). Let m j be the number of parts of size j in µ. Then, using the induction hypothesis and Theorem 5.3, we have
Here, we used the fact that, ifα = λ, then C(α, (j)) = m j m j − 1 = m j .
Suppose γ ∈ α ¡(j) for some α |λ| such thatα = λ. Then γ |µ| andγ = µ. Moreover, every composition θ |µ| withθ = µ belongs to α ¡ (j) for some α |λ| withα = λ.
We write γ |µ| withγ = µ as γ (1) , J (1) , γ (2) , J (2) , . . . , γ (q) , J (q) where each γ (i) has no part equal to j and each J (i) consists of exactly r i parts equal to j. We refer to J (i) as the ith block of parts equal to j. Here r i > 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , q − 1 and r q ≥ 0. Moreover, r 1 + r 2 + · · · + r q = m j . Denote by α(γ, i) the composition obtained from γ be removing the first j in J (i) (if it exists).
Then, the multiplicity of γ in α(γ, i) ¡ (j) equals r i (since (j) can be shuffled in r i different positions in the ith block of parts equal to j of α(γ, i) to obtain γ.) Then, the multiplicity of γ in ∪α =λ {α ¡ (j) | α |λ|,α = λ} equals m j and
5.2. Products of type 2 quasisymmetric power sums. As with the type one quasisymmetric power sums, since ∆Φ k = 1 ⊕ Φ k + Φ k ⊕ 1, the product rule is
Again, we can give a combinatorial proof of the product rule. The proof of (23) is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 5.3, so we omit the details. A significant difference is the proof of the analog of Lemma 5.5, so we give the analog here. for any γ occuring in the right hand sum. Then multiplying by ℓ(γ)! i α i i β i on the left and right, we need to show
Equivalently, we need to show
For a given choice of δ and η satisfying the conditions on the left, select S and T , ordered set partitions in OSP(α, δ) and OSP(β, η) respectively. Pick a subset U of size ℓ(α) from the first ℓ(α)+ℓ(β) positive integers and re-number the elements in S and T in order, such that the elements of S are re-numbered with the elements of U and the elements of T are re-numbered with elements of U c to formS andT respectively. Going forward, consider each of the subsets as lists, with the elements listed in increasing order. Use the subsets to assign an additional value to each part of α or β, working in order. Say that f (α, i) = m if α i occurs as the kth element in α (j) and m is the kth element inS j . Similarly say that f (β, i) = m if β i occurs as the kth element in β (j) and m is the kth element inT j . Note that each choice of δ and η gives a refinement of ξ, with each ξ i a sum of parts of α and β. Then sort the parts of α and β to create γ, such that parts of α occur in order and parts of β occur in order, and the following additional rules are satisfied: Let α i be one of the parts that forms δ j which in turn is used to form ξ k and β l be one of the parts that forms η m which in turn is used form ξ n . Then
• if k > n (i.e. β l is an earlier subpart of ξ than α i is), α i occurs after β l , • if k < n,(i.e. α i is an earlier subpart of ξ than β l is) α i occurs before β l ,
• if k = n (i.e. α i and β l eventually make up the same part of ξ), α i is left of β l iff f (α, i) < f (β, l). Finally, create an element of OSP(γ, ξ) by placing p in the qth part if f (α, i) = p (or f (β, l) = p) and α i (β l respectively) is one of the parts used to form γ (q) . Note that this map is bijective; since the the parts of α and β which occur in the same part of γ are sorted by the value they are assigned in the set partition, we can recover from the set partition which integers were assigned to each part (and what U was, by looking at which numbers are assigned to parts corresponding to α).
Example 9. Let α = (1, 2, 1) and β = (1, 1, 2) . Let δ = (1 + 2, 1) η = (1, 1 + 2), and ξ = (1 + 2 + 1, 1 + 2, 1). (ξ here is fixed before δ and η, but how we write it as an overlapping shuffle depends on their choice.) Finally let S = ({1, 3}, {2}), T = ({3}, {1, 2}), and U = {1, 4, 6}. Then S = ({1, 6}, {4}) andT = ({5}, {2, 3}). Next, we reorder the second and third subparts of ξ to get γ = (1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1) and the final ordered set partition is ({1, 5, 6}, {2, 3}, {4}).
5.3.
The shuffle algebra. Let V be a vector space with basis {v a } a∈U where U is a totally ordered set. For our purposes, U will be the positive integers. The shuffle algebra sh(V ) is the Hopf algebra of the set of all words with letters in U, where the product is given by the shuffle product v ¡ w defined above. The shuffle algebra and QSym are isomorphic as graded Hopf algebras [8] . We now describe a method for generating QSym through products of the type 1 quasisymmetric power sums indexed by objects called Lyndon words; to do this we first need several definitions.
A proper suffix of a word w is a word v such that w = uv for some nonempty word u. The following total ordering on words with letters in U is used to define Lyndon words. We say that u ≤ L v if either
• u is a prefix of v, or • j is the smallest positive integer such that u j = v j and u j < v j .
Otherwise v ≤ L u. If w = w 1 w 2 · · · w k is a nonempty word with w i ∈ U for all i, we say that w is a Lyndon word if every nonempty proper suffix v of w satisfies w < v. Let L be the set of all Lyndon words. Radford's Theorem [17] , (Theorem 3.1.1 (e)) states that if {b a } a∈U is a basis for a vector space V , then {b w } w∈L is an algebraically independent generating set for the shuffle algebra Sh(V ). To construct a generating set for Sh(V ), first define the following operation (which we will call an index-shuffle) on basis elements b α and b β :
Recall that
where C(α, β) = z α·β /(z α z β ). Then Ψ α ¡Ψ β = C(α, β)Ψ α Ψ β . Since Radford's theorem implies that every basis element b α can be written as a linear combination of index shuffles of basis elements indexed by Lyndon words, every basis element Ψ α can be written as a linear combination of products of type 1 quasisymmetric power sums indexed by Lyndon words and we have the following result.
Theorem 5.7. The set {Ψ C |C ∈ L} freely generates QSym as a commutative Q-algebra.
Example 10. Since 231 can be written as 23 ¡ 1 − 2 ¡ 13 + 132,
Plethysm on the quasisymmetric power sums
The symmetric power sum basis {p λ } λ⊢n plays a particularly important role in the language of Λ-rings. It is natural to hope that one of the quasisymmetric power sums might play the same role here, and it was this motivation that initially piqued the authors' interest in the quasisymmetric power sums. This seems not to be the case, so one might take the next section as a warning to similarly minded individuals that this does not appear to be a productive path for studying quasisymmetric plethysm. To explain the differences between this and the symmetric function case, we remind the reader of the symmetric function case first. 6.1. Plethysm and symmetric power sums. Recall that plethysm is a natural (indeed even universal in some well defined functorial sense) Λ-ring on the symmetric functions. Following the language of [11] , recall that a pre-Λ-ring is a commutative ring R with identity and a set of operations for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · } λ i : R → R such that for all r 1 , r 2 ∈ R:
• λ 0 (r 1 ) = 1
To define a Λ-ring, use e X i and e Y i as the elementary symmetric functions e i in the X or Y variables, and define the universal polynomials P n and P m,n by
(1 − x i,j t),
Then a pre-Λ-ring is by definition a Λ-ring if
• for all r 1 , r 2 ∈ R, n ≥ 0,
• for all r ∈ R, m, n ≥ 0,
These operations force the λ i to behave like exterior powers of vector spaces (with sums and products of λ i corresponding to exterior powers of direct sums and tensor products of vector spaces), but are not always so helpful to work with directly. In the classical case, one works more easily indirectly by defining a new series of operations called the Adams operators Ψ n : R → R by the relationship (for all r ∈ R)
Note that while use Ψ in this section for both the power sums and the Adams operators, the basis elements have subscripts and the Adams operators superscripts. Standard literature uses Ψ for the Adams operators, so this follows the usual convention. Moreover, there is quite a close connection between the two, as mentioned below.
Theorem 6.1 ([11]
). If R is torsion free, R is a Λ-ring if and only if for all r 1 , r 2 ∈ R,
Since (25) defining the Adams operators is equivalent to (6) , this suggests that simple operations on the symmetric power sum functions should give a Λ-ring. This is exactly the case for the "free Λ-ring on one generator", where we start with Λ a polynomial ring in infinitely many variables Z[x 1 , x 2 , · · · ] and let (for any symmetric function f ∈ Z[x 1 , x 2 , · · · ])
The [·] on the right denotes plethysm. One can make an equivalent statement using the Adams operators and the symmetric power sum p i :
This implies that for all i ≥ 0, f, g ∈ Z[x 1 , x 2 , · · · ] (symmetric functions, although f and g can in fact be any integral sum of monomials) (1)
Note that the first and third items follow directly from (1) and (2) in Theorem 6.1. The second follows from the additive properties of a Λ-ring.) This is the context in which plethysm is usually directly defined, such that for f, g symmetric functions (and indeed with f allowed much more generally to be a sum of monomials) one more generally calculates g[f ] by first expressing g in terms of the power sums and then using the above rules, combined with the following (which allows one to define plethysm as a homomorphism on the power sums):
• For any constant c ∈ Q (or generalizing, for c in an
where the a ν λ,µ correspond to the well-known Kronecker coefficients and [14] for a fantastic exposition, starting from this point of view. 6.2. Quasisymmetric and noncommutative symmetric plethysm. While one can modify the definition slightly to allow evaluation of g[f ] when f is not a symmetric function, the case is not so simple when g is no longer symmetric. Krob, Leclerc, and Thibon [12] are the first to examine this case in detail; they begin by looking at g in the noncommutative symmetric functions, but g in the quasisymmetric functions can be defined from there by a natural duality. (It is not so natural to try to find an analogue directly on the quasisymmetric function side, since one needs an analogue of the elementary symmetric functions to begin.) A peculiarity of this case is that the order of the monomials in f matters (as the evaluation of noncommutative symmetric functions or quasisymmetric functions depends on the order of the variables), and one can meaningfully define a different result depending on the choice of monomial ordering.
As is suggested by the formalism of Λ-rings, Krob, Leclerc, and Thibon [12] begin by essentially defining the natural analogue of a pre-Λ-ring on the homogeneous noncommutative symmetric functions, and thus by extension on the elementary noncommutative symmetric functions They do this in a way that guarantees the properties of a pre-Λ-ring as follows. Use A ⊕ B for the addition of ordered noncommuting alphabets (with the convention that terms in A preceed terms in B) and H(X; t) for the generating function of the homogeneous noncommutative symmetric functions on the alphabet X. Then define H(A ⊕ B; T ) as follows. Already, this is enough to show that plethysm on the noncommutative power sums (or by duality the quasisymmetric power sums) is not as nice. Using Ψ(X; t) for the generating function of the noncommuting symmetric power sums, [12] show that Ψ(A ⊕ B; t) = H(B; t) −1 Ψ(A; t)H(B; t) + Ψ(B; t). for p[X; t] the symmetric power sum generating function. Moreover, they show that the case is equally complex for the type 2 case. The takeaway from this computation is that one can define a Λ-ring or a pre-Λ-ring in the noncommutative symmetric functions and then define Adams operators by one of two relationships between the power sums and the elementary (or equivalently homogeneous) noncommutative symmetric functions, but the resulting relationships on the Adams operators, that is the analogue of Theorem 6.1, can be far more complicated than working with plethysm directly using the elementary nonsymmetric functions or (by a dual definition) the monomials in the quasisymmetric functions. A succinct resource to the latter is [3] . In theory, one could work in reverse, defining an operation "plethysm" on either the type 1 or the type 2 power sums and extending it as a homomorphism to the quasisymmetric or noncommutative symmetric functions. In practice, besides the more complicated plethysm identities on the power sums, most of the natural relationships commonly used in (commuting) symmetric function calculations are naturally generalized by plethysm as defined in [12] . (Here for example, the addition of alphabets corresponds to the coproduct, as in the symmetric function case.) Therefore the perspective of [12] seems to result in a more natural analogue of plethysm than any choice of homomorphism on the quasisymmetric power sums.
Future directions
We suggest a couple of possible directions for future research.
7.1. Murnaghan-Nakayama style rules. The Murnaghan-Nakayama Rule provides a formula for the product of a power sum symmetric function indexed by a single positive integer and a Schur function expressed in terms of Schur functions. This rule can be thought of as a combinatorial method for computing character values of the symmetric group. Tewari [20] extends this rule to the noncommutative symmetric functions by producing a rule for the product of a type 1 noncommutative power sum symmetric function and a noncommutative Schur function. LoBue's formula for the product of a quasisymmetric Schur function and a power sum symmetric function indexed by a single positive integer [21] can be thought of as a quasisymmetric analogue of the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule, although there are several alternative approaches worth exploring.
The quasisymmetric power sum analogues, unlike the power sum symmetric functions and the noncommutative power sum symmetric functions, are not multiplicative, meaning a rule for multiplying a quasisymmetric Schur function and a quasisymmetric power sum indexed by a single positive integer does not immediately result in a rule for the product of a quasisymmetric Schur function and an arbitrary quasisymmetric power sum. It is therefore natural to seek a new rule for such a product.
Also recall that there are several natural quasisymmetric analogues of the Schur functions; in addition to the quasisymmetric Schur functions, the fundamental quasisymmetric functions and the dual immaculate quasisymmetric functions can be thought of as Schur-like bases for QSym. Therefore it is worth investigating a rule for the product of a quasisymmetric power sum and either a fundamental quasisymmetric function or a dual immaculate quasisymmetric function. 7.2. Representation theoretic interpretations. The symmetric power sums play an important role in connecting representation theory to symmetric function theory via the Frobenius characteristic map F. In particular, if C λ is a class function in the group algebra of S n , one can define the Frobenius map by F(C λ ) = p λ z λ . With this definition, one can show that F maps the irreducible representation of S n indexed by λ to the schur function s λ .
Krob and Thibon [13] define quasisymmetric and noncommutative symmetric characteristic maps; one takes irreducible representations of the 0-Hecke algebra to the fundamental quasisymmetric basis, the other takes indecomposable representations of the same algebra to the ribbon basis. It would be interesting to understand if these maps could be defined equivalently and usefully on the quasisymmetric and noncommutative symmetric power sums. 
